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p e r s o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  s e r v i c e s  a c r o s s  t h e  D i g i t a l  D i v i d e

The GUARDIANS project (IST-1999-20758) 
is part-funded by the European Commission 
under the Information Society Technologies 
Programme (IST) within the EU RTD 5th 
Framework Programme.

The GUARDIANS Outcomes

Important advances in e-learning and content management and discovery capability for industry.

Recommendations on technical solutions for distributed multimedia resource discovery services.

Recommendations on user and service profiling.

Implementation of CC/PP, TV-Anytime, DVB MHP and MPEG-7 in the e-learning domain.

Key position papers for input to the e-learning and information management standards (IMS, TV-Anytime, etc.) 
initiatives and the IST 2002 programme.

GUARDIANS in  Summary

GUARDIANS presents a business model and system architecture that encompasses the roles of Information Service Providers,
Mediation Service Providers, Content Providers and Network Access Technology Services Providers. 

GUARDIANS has developed a number of standard-based data models for the support of resource discovery in large distributed
information service architectures. All data models have been submitted for consultation to relevant fora and international bodies
for feedback, such as IMS and TV-Anytime Forum. 

GUARDIANS paves the way for 'ambient' information services in an era of:
User mobility and globalised access to information
Usage contexts of multiple network access platforms
Multiple content sources 

The GUARDIANS explo itab le  results  
The GUARDIANS project delivers to the international community:

Content applications 

Content mediation service 
Smart learning content and tools
Rich-media 'Learning Producer' methodology

iDTV application for learning: le.TV© 

Interactive Digital TV learning programmes enhancement 
Learning management application for digital TV decoders, e.g. based  on DVB MHP

Project skills, knowledge and expertise 

To feed immediately into several on-going collaborative R&D projects, some of which are in the 3G arena (e.g. generic
resource location of 3G services, multimodal accessibility, user and service profiling to determine features such as QoS,
language, pricing.)
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The GUARDIANS Bus iness Case

Digital technology-enhanced user experiences need  compelling content that is meaningful to users through a variety of
delivery media, which are context and experience specific: i.e. users do not access 'everything through everything', but rather 'the
right thing at the right time in the right way'. For service providers, this means deploying a multimedia content management and
delivery service infrastructure that can seamlessly handle the heterogeneity of user needs and circumstances. For content
providers, it means being able to design and author content that can be effectively and efficiently used in multiple circumstances
through a variety of aggregation and distribution channels.

The GUARDIANS project (IST-1999-20758) builds on the results generated by the GESTALT project (4th Framework ACTS
programme). GESTALT defined a flexible, component-based architecture for the discovery and delivery of modular training and
educational services.  GUARDIANS expands usage of this architecture from a purely learning domain to encompass more generic
Information Management requirements.

The information services envisaged in GUARDIANS   go beyond today's still largely text-based offerings to include rich,
interactive media, offering enhanced guidance to the user and able to respond to the user's understanding of the material
provided.

The GUARDIANS Project  Out l ine

The GUARDIANS project has developed a means of delivering personalised content to the
user, seamlessly matching the user's preferences, experience, history and available device
resources with content sourced from a range of content and information service providers.
This is achieved through the maintenance of user profiles and Information Service Provider
(INSP) profiles together with suitable metadata describing the content. 

The GUARDIANS architecture enables a user to 'log on' from a platform of choice and use
the GUARDIANS services to retrieve resources relevant to their search keywords, user profile
and technology platform. GUARDIANS gives users access to a wide range of distributed
information, which can be delivered to diverse media devices such as PCs, through standard
Internet technology, or to iDTV (according to DVB MHP).

The GUARDIANS system allows the searching of metadata repositories of any service
provider that has registered their repository schema type with the GUARDIANS service. This
allows for a degree of future proofing, in that the core system is independent of specific
metadata schema types. For demonstration purposes, GUARDIANS uses IMS, MPEG-7 and
TV-Anytime metadata standards from the education and training sector and the rich audiovisual
and personalised TV application sectors.

In order to describe the information available to the 
end-user, GUARDIANS introduces the concept of smart

information objects.  These are not necessarily learning
domain objects, but a more generic version of electronic
content that is both deliverable through several possible
channels and also contains specific navigational strategies. 

The GUARDIANS service  ro les        

User - a user searches information resources s/he is interested in, and then accesses them, by requiring the delivery of the
selected resource(s). The user access device can vary from user to user and for the same person: PCs (to include Personal
Digital Assistant or other handheld devices) or interactive Digital TV. 

Content Provider - this can be a publisher, a university or any other entity whose main activity is the creation and possibly
delivery of digital resources. A content provider uses metadata to describe resources in an appropriate way.

Information Service Provider (INSP) - this entity collects resources from a number of content providers and organises them,
providing a service both to the end-user and to the content providers themselves.  An INSP can be considered as the middleman
between a content provider and the end user. It can specialise in collecting only certain types of resources and/or services, but
this is not essential.

Mediation Service (MS) - in the general scenario, the mediator acts as a broker between the user and the available
resources, matching the users query and preferences with appropriate INSPs from which the user can eventually select relevant
content.

The GUARDIANS System Components

User Application Services - the user interface for access to the system providing input for search requests and user
profile information.   The User Application Services receive and hold the results of any search previously converted to the
relevant client application (e.g. PC, iDTV).

Profiling and Directory Services - the LDAP directory server holds user and Information Service Provider (INSP) profiles.
The user profile is described using XML and holds preferences for access, personal information and interests. The INSP profile
also uses XML and includes information provided by the INSP. The mediation service will use this knowledge to support users
in identifying the types of, or specific service providers that they wish to search over.

Mediation and Search Services - the mediation service comprises a CORBA-compliant broker. It invokes searches on
multiple INSPs on behalf of a user and has the ability to narrow the search in line with the information given by the user.

Information Services - once the user has selected a specific
resource or service, s/he is referred to the relevant INSP. 
The information service makes available a metadata repository of
available resources and provides the facilities to build metadata for
content, track its use and enhance the user profile where appropriate.

The GUARDIANS is  re levant

To users of content services - wishing to exploit advanced information search facilities that match their ever-changing
interests, past experiences and delivery devices. Users want to be able to find information efficiently: GUARDIANS provides
built-in system 'intelligence' able to interpret the delivery method to the choice of device.

To content providers - those that buy into the GUARDIANS architecture can reach a much wider audience as resources
are appropriately managed and matched against different user preferences. 

To information Service Providers - who want the capability to serve the needs of different content providers and search
services. Service providers can take advantage of the GUARDIANS approach without changing existing content storage
facilities.

To organisations - wishing to set up as an Information Service Provider and act as an information aggregation point for a
number of different content providers. GUARDIANS provides a possible architecture for an INSP to interact with content
providers and search services, defining the requirements and viable technological solutions to meet them.

To governments - by promoting the GUARDIANS approach, governments can secure healthy innovative sustainable value
chains in the information and knowledge management and delivery industries, suitable for both large and smaller providers.

The GUARDIANS benef its

The GUARDIANS system offers the following benefits
over 'similar' systems currently available:

Integrating multiple content and service providers,
Providing cross-domain content discovery,
Communicating semantic meaning across multiple schemas,
Encoding user preferences on both content and access configuration (e.g. access platform).

Extensive use of profiling of both users and service providers (and the description of 
providers' content metadata), and the matching of these elements. (Note, user profiling is used
by some search engines in the marketplace today, but not to the degree that GUARDIANS is
utilising it.)  

Use of CC/PP to provide an element of system 'intelligence' on device profiles in order to
deliver content appropriate to the user's platform.

Because GUARDIANS encapsulates knowledge about known metadata schemas in a
Semantic Registry, new INSPs can take advantage of a GUARDIANS system without making
changes to their existing repositories.
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